Adding Library Databases or Articles to Canvas

Add Library Databases to Canvas

Want to add a link to a library database? Copy the link from the Databases A-Z list at: https://research.ewu.edu/az.php These all have short URLs that will automatically go to the login screen when you are off-campus.

Example: JSTOR is https://research.ewu.edu/jstor

Add a Link to a Specific Article from a Database

Don’t copy/paste the URL at the top of the browser – sometimes it is just a dynamically generated URL.

Look for a Permalink, Persistent Link, Stable URL, or Document Link in the full record. (Each database names it differently.) Double-check that the URL has the proxy server info as part of the URL – look for the word ezproxy.

For JSTOR and some others, you will need to manually add the proxy server URL to the beginning of their permanent URL – add https://ezproxy.library.ewu.edu/login?url= to the front


For ProQuest, the Document URL is under the Abstract/Details tab:
For EBSCOhost, click on Permalink on the right column when viewing the full record.

Too Hot to Handle.
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